
 

 

 

WEST YORKSHIRE AGS GROUP 

 

NEWSLETTER NO. 71 September 2020 

Apologies for this newsletter going out later than usual but I have had quite a few problems to work 

around.  Many thanks to the people who have sent in contributions to this newsletter.  Since the 

meetings will not be going ahead in the near future we will be sending out the garden diaries until 

they recommence.  Any photos or articles will be greatly appreciated and since the alpine season is 

now underway we can concentrate more on these. 

 

List of articles.  

Pages 2, 3 and 4 cover an account of what Bob and Di Dark have been doing this year in their 

garden. 

Pages 5 and 6 are an article sent in by Graham Avery on the plant hunter Reginald Farrar.  This 

year is the centenary of his death and deserves to be commemorated.  All of us plantspeople owe a 

great debt to their work and our lives would be less colourful without their legacy. 

Pages 7, 8 and 9 are an article by Eric Rainford on how he grows some of his alpine collection. 

Page 10 is an article on Colchicums sent in by Michael Wilson which includes some beautiful photos 

from part of his collection. The flowers are in great condition and show some of the diversity of this 

genus. 

In addition to these articles I have included a link below to an article by Anne Wright in the Scottish 

Rock Garden.  This is a masterclass in propagating snowdrops and narcissi by the chipping and 

twin-scaling method.  I have tried this myself following Anne’s guidance and have a good collection 

of young plants potted up to grow on. 

Chipping instructions 

 

Let’s hope we can start to have our normal meetings back soon but please remember to send in 

anything for the Garden Diaries in the meantime 

 

Regards 

 

Charlie Philpotts – charlie.philpotts@btinternet.com 
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Strawberry Cottage, 6th helping. Bob and Di Dark 
 

What a year we've all had so far!  We've had to adjust to a different way of life, which Bob and I have 
tried to keep as near as possible to the previous one. The hardest part has been not seeing our lovely 
family, at least, not until recently and then, with no hugs, it's not the same. Our eldest daughter, Nicky, 
who lives alone in Beverley, has now visited several times but the other two, Lindy and Gemma, with 
husbands and children, have made the hour’s journey from Leeds only once each. However, they are all 
well, so that's good! 
 
When we received the 'yellow book' early in the year, I went through and marked off all the gardens we 
would like to visit this year but, to date, we haven't visited any!  Ellerker House, which is in the book and 
in our village, didn't open either. I usually help out there which is a good excuse to wander around it, 
seeing the changes. It's a stunning garden and well worth a visit if it opens next April. 
 
We, especially Bob, have spent hours propagating, mainly seeds and cuttings. I divide plants and pot up 
the extras and we give as many to friends as we can.  The consequence was running out of spaces for 
the newly potted plants.  Apart from alpines, we grow larger plants for the village 'plant table'.  Normally, 
in Jean's garden in the centre of our small village, a plant sale is held, combined with cream teas, with 
proceeds to the village hall and church.  Any plants not sold are put on a table on the grass verge out-
side Jean's, with an honesty tin. This year, everyone was asked to donate plants to this table with the 
proceeds going half to the church and half to a 'scrubs' centre in Pocklington. So we've been taking 
down as many plants as possible to free up space in the area beside the cottage.  It's a bit of a wind 
tunnel there so Bob decided we would have a small tunnel, 2.5 m long by 2 m high and wide, to block 
the wind and provide more room for freshly potted plants.  The area is mostly the concrete drive to the 
workshop/garage which is situated behind and to the side of the cottage. We normally park our car there 
too but that now has to stay on the drive in the front garden. Our two sheds, the bin area, the bird 
feeding station and a small bed are on the other side of the drive.   

View from the gate at the side of the cottage. These plants are where the car is normally parked. Our 
'back' door is on the side of the cottage as you can just see. 
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The next picture was taken from the left end of the tunnel and shows it nearly full, just a little space on 
the floor. Bob made 28 trays to use in the tunnel and all but two are in use. (They have been now plus 
two more!).  They have bases made of chicken wire. We kept running out of black plastic ones. Only 
'alpines' go in the tunnel.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The picture below was taken from the back door and shows the 'frame' where the new plants went 
before.  The tunnel is on the 
left.   
 
We were hoping to bring 
plants for the sales table in 
September but now will have 
to wait.  Not many small 
alpine plants are suitable for 
our village plant table as they 
get lost in the majority of 
gardens here. We are trying 
to convert villagers to alpines 
but have not had much 
success. Our garden, along 
with at least five others, was 
supposed to be open this 
May (just locally), but of 
course, this has had to be 
postponed to next year.  At 
least it gives us all more time 
to prepare!  I feel this area 
will be a bit of an obstacle 
course for visitors though! 
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In March, we visited Anne Wright's garden, taking a friend with us. We all thoroughly enjoyed the visit, 
also the plants purchased and the refreshments!  Well worth a visit if Anne opens next year. 
 
I have been busy weeding everywhere, but also cleaned out one small pond and edged some more beds 
with bricks. I've also been re-vamping a few of our troughs and pans.  Always plenty to do! 
 
We had some lovely colour in the Spring and some accidental pretty combinations, such as below: 

Above left is Tulipa 'Angelique' coming up through Aubrieta 'Bubble Purple', I thought the tulip had died 
as it didn’t come up last year. 
 
Above right is our 'wonky totem pole' alias pollarded willow tree, which is looking much better. It was 
coming out over the weeping pear to the right. I expect it will need to be cut back again in a year or two.  
It was here when we moved in and we do like it but it should never have been planted in such a small 
garden! 
 
Below is one of the troughs I’ve re-vamped. Still trying to identify some of the plants but have a list of 
those we’ve had, so have possible names. Many labels are unreadable or were lost in the move. 

 
If anyone knows of a 
source of accurately 
named Sempervivum, 
Jovibarba & Rosularia, 
I would be very 
interested to hear of it! 
  
Not sure when we will 
all be able to meet 
again at St. Chad’s but 
hope it is not too long. 
 
 
Please keep safe 
everyone and enjoy 
your gardens! 
 
Di Dark 
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A Yorkshire Gardener’s Plea to Mountaineers 

Graham Avery 

The Yorkshire gardener and plant-collector Reginald Farrer deserves to be commemorated this year since 

2020 is the centenary of his death.  

In the years from 1899 to 1913 he travelled regularly to the Alps from his home at Ingleborough Hall, 

Clapham, to find plants to send back for propagation in his nursery. Later he went to Asia to collect 

plants, and introduced many new species to British gardens. It was on a botanical expedition in the 

mountains of Upper Burma that he died on 17 October 1920. 

 

Reginald John Farrer (1880-1920) 

Among Farrer’s many publications was the book ‘In a Yorkshire Garden’. He also contributed to the 

Journal of the Yorkshire Ramblers' Club, from which I quote this example of his exuberant style. In ‘The 

Population of the Alps’ he made a plea to mountaineers to pay more attention to the flora of the Alps.  
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Farrer writes: 

‘Reading the essays of mountaineering Ramblers, I seem to see that a mountain is, to such 

aspiring souls, merely a thing to be got up, or fallen off, as the case may be. Now naturally one 

reads accounts of mountaineering for the sake of the ascents, and not for any geological or 

botanical analysis: yet it would add enormously to the interest and catholicity of his work if the 

climber found time to note… what small brilliant inhabitants he may have remarked in crevices 

and gullies. 

I make the confession that to me the mountains exist simply and solely as homes and backgrounds 

to their population of infinitesimal plants. Of course my enthusiasm halts, together with my feet, 

at the precise point where the climber's best energies are first called upon.  For I will go with him 

up to the last of the stone-slopes and ridges, to where the final peak begins: but above the first 

station of Eritrichium nanum I know there is no more need for me to mount. Oh mountaineer, 

your way is strange to me: you leave me at the cliff's foot, gazing up at you with wonder (but not 

with envy) as, like a fly on a wall, you steadily climb the patently unclimbable’ 

In this article Farrer includes ‘notes of a few good Alpine rambles’ which he made in the Bernese 

Oberland, Engadine, Dolomites, South Tyrol and Maritime Alps. He mentions many of his favourite 

alpine flowers (a link to the full text is below) and he can’t resist deriding a plant which he dislikes – the 

‘ridiculous grey-flannel Edelweiss’: 

‘You will never find this base impostor from Siberia among the real mountain aristocracy of the 

peaks and high moraines: it belongs lower down, on ledges and crags where it can germinate 

among plebeian plants and pretend to be patrician itself’ 

I guess we can all agree with what Farrer wrote in his book ‘The Dolomites’ (1913): 

‘To write of things one loves for the benefit of those who love them too, is a pleasure beyond most 

other pleasures. Short of being among the hills themselves, there is no joy keener than to be taken 

back to them by memory’ 

Here is a link to his article: 

Farrer, R. (1909) ‘The Population Of The Alps’, Yorkshire Ramblers' Club Journal Volume 3 Number 9 

pages 2-9 

http://www.yrc.org.uk/yrcweb/index.php/journal/vols1-5/51-vol3-cat/no9/157-v3n9p2 

Note to the Editor 

The source of the photo is Farrer’s obituary in the Yorkshire Ramblers' Club Journal (1922), which came 

from the Gardeners' Chronicle, which ceased publication in 1986. 

http://www.yrc.org.uk/yrcweb/index.php/journal/vols1-5/volume4/57-no14/229-v4n14p255 
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Summer in Brayton-Eric Rainford 
 
In what has been the most unusual of summers and to keep oneself  busy during lockdown and because 
we had a very mild winter, my bulbous collection started its flowering season some three 
to four weeks earlier than in previous years, resulting in the flowering season being over and done with 
by the same time span.  With the bulbs completing their growing season early, I started to de-pot, 
clean, count the number of bulbs and start the task of repotting my bulbous collection. First to be 
repotted were all the autumn flowering bulbs, Crocuses, Cyclamen, Colchicums and Sternbergias not 
forgetting the autumn flowering snowdrops. The repotting was completed by the end of June. 
 
My next task was to repot the spring flowering bulbs, arranging them so that all those bulbs that flower 
in the autumn are gathered together as these receive the first watering on or about the first of 
September which tries to follow what they would expect in their natural habitat. The spring flowering 
bulbs are watered about a month later. 
 
With the increase over the years of my bulb collection. I have found that I am unable to grow all my 
bulbs in round clay pots, they are mostly plunged in sand either in a cold frame or the sand filled staging 
in my alpine house.  I have therefore switched some from round clay pots to square plastic pots, which 
has eliminated a lot of wasted space when utilising round clay pots. 
 
Seed sowing is one of my favourite activities, hoping to get that one unusual flower which you 
sometimes get from seed and in particularly wild collected seed.  In 2016 I received from the Crocus 
group exchange three seeds, wild collected of Crocus biflorus subsp pulchricolor x chrysanthus.  About 
half dozen Crocus bulbs were collected from the entrance to the National Park at Uludag in Turkey. 
There were hundreds of Crocus bulbs and the security guards allowed a small amount to be collected.  
By the time they arrived back home seed was being set on the collected Crocuses.  Seed was collected 
and donated to the Crocus group exchange. 
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On receiving the seeds they are sown in 9cm square pots, the compost being an open type structure JI 1 
with 50% grit. They are left out in the open until germination takes place at which time they are 
brought into the alpine house and placed under the staging.  Most will stay in their pots for three, four 
or five years, some will flower in that time and are then repotted.  
 
Again, below staging is my Cyclamen graecum collection together with Cyclamen mirable, 
C. mirable ‘Tilebarn Nicholas’ and C.mirable ‘Tilebarn Anne’. Most of these plants were raised from seed 
from the Cyclamen Society. 
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Above on the staging can be seen part of my bulbous collection, these are ones that are special to me. 
The blue labels are autumn flowering and the yellow spring flowering. 
 
I have received the bulbs ordered from Janis Ruksans in Latvia, they have been potted up as I do not 
want them to become dehydrated.  Also waiting for bulbs from Kevock gardens Scotland, Antoine 
Hoog France and Oron Peri Israel. Also to follow, seeds from the Crocus group exchange. 
 
I hope others will contribute to our newsletter. I am very thankful to Charlie Philpotts and Di Dark for 
their fine efforts in keeping us all in touch with each other. 
 
 
(Note: The blue & yellow labeling is a really good idea that I may copy, thanks Eric….Di) 
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Colchicums – Michael Wilson 
 

 
                        C. ‘Lilac Wonder’                                                  C. ‘Nancy Lindsay’ 
 
 
 

 
                        C. agrippinum                                                        C. cilicicum 
 
 These easy to grow early autumn varieties give an eye catching display in my garden. Each 
year they flower reliably from late August into September. The bulbs need well drained soil and 
they are equally happy planted in a sunny position, dappled shade amongst shrubs or amongst 
low growing herbaceous plants. The variety C. x agrippinum is approx 10cm high and is suitable 
for planting on rockeries and in troughs. The flowers have a chequering on the petals similar to 
Fritillaria meleagris making it almost irridescent. Both C. aggrippinum and ‘Nancy Lindsay’ have 
been awarded the AGM so are particularly good varieties. C.cilicicum is a lovely flowered 
species native to the area from South-east Turkey to Syria.  
 

Michael Wilson. 
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